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Design for Tomorrow is a project that explores what is required for a media company to 

be set up for success in a world of constant, rapid and unpredictable change.

The series began by establishing the Key Design Principles that every company should 

adopt if it is to meet its core purposes of protecting itself and its people; responding to 

challenges and opportunities; and achieving growth. 

Those key design principles can be summarised as:

Safe

The business culture keeps employees, customers and the company safe. 

Available

Teams have access to the systems, assets and people they need – wherever they are.

Flexible

The business has operational agility: it can respond rapidly to changing conditions 

and opportunities.

Informed

The business is led by data that enables it to understand itself and others.

Relevant

The best preparation for unexpected events, and dynamic new trends is to have a rich 

understanding of the customers you serve, and the context in which you operate.

But if those are the general principles that should underpin all companies, what does it 

mean to put them into practice in particular parts of the media supply chain?

INTRODUCTION

https://www.thedpp.com/insight#key-design-principles
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This report begins such an assessment by exploring the success factors required in 

content preparation – the part of the supply chain that covers processes from the 

moment content is delivered to a media company, to the moment it leaves to be 

distributed to consumers, or to be stored for the longer term.

The DPP would like to give special thanks to SDVI and SDI Media who made this 

work possible, and have worked with us closely in shaping the output.
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	3 The consumer passion for content means both that new trends emerge and 

change at enormous speed, and that supply must be maintained, whatever 

the circumstances.

	3 The events of 2020 have confirmed how demand may increase overnight, 

and how rapid shifts may occur in the types and versions of content that 

need to be supplied.

	3 If content is to be created and kept available to meet such demands, then 

content preparation processes have to be highly agile, efficient and resilient. 

	3 Content preparation is the engine room of the media industry; and this 

engine room requires supply chain logistics similar to those associated with 

other industries.

There are six success factors required to design tomorrow’s content preparation 

processes in this way:

1 Executive alignment to agility

Content preparation operations are most likely to be agile if the need for it has 

been recognised and mandated by the executive leadership. 

2 Teams distributed in hubs

Operation models need to combine the benefits of distributed working, with the 

benefits of in-person working, and the need for business continuity. This is best 

achieved if teams are centred around a number of distributed hubs.

3 Detailed understanding of costs

When circumstances change suddenly, a company can only respond 

appropriately if it fully understands its costs. This requires a shift towards 

consumption based models within the media factory that align costs to value.

4 Centralised and accessible assets

All content preparation processes – whether machine based or crafted – require 

a high level of abstraction, availability and accessibility. This invites a cloud 

native approach, with centralised assets.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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5 Machine friendly processes

Automation enables scaling and elasticity, and frees up human capacity for 

tasks that add value. Changes made to work materials today will help the 

application of automation in the future.

6 Visibility between customer and supplier

Visibility between customer and supplier is the cornerstone of supply chain 

logistics. This creates a mutual interest in reducing waste and increasing 

efficiency, and in enabling the success of each other.
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When audiences consume, and judge, content they focus principally on its creative 

attributes. Was it a great story? Did it capture an event or moment? Did it deliver on 

its promise to be funny, exciting or revelatory?

But the fact remains that for an idea or event to move from concept to consumer 

requires a process of manufacture. 

The scope of content preparation

That manufacturing process happens in two main stages. The first is the original 

creation process: the capturing of sound and vision that is then shaped into a product 

that can be viewed by an audience. Then there is a second stage – which can be 

referred to as content preparation, and is the most industrial part of what the media 

industry does. In the case of live content, this stage is an instant continuation of the 

creation stage; for non-live content, it can take anything from hours to weeks.

In this preparation stage content is received as a complete asset, whether newly 

made or as an acquisition, and is subjected to a range of processes that make it ready 

to be distributed to consumers in a range of territories, and on a range of platforms. It 

may also be stored for future use. 

What is striking about the content preparation stage is that the processes it evolves 

are both highly mechanistic and highly crafted. 

The content preparation factory

In essence, the content journey through this media ‘factory’ will involve

	3 Receipt

Checking that content has been received to order, and that it meets the required 

technical, metadata and quality specifications. Much of this can now be 

automated, with human intervention to address assets that are non-compliant.

	3 Normalisation

This is where processes such as transcoding are performed to ensure that assets 

can move smoothly through the content pipeline. Again, this may involve some 

automation, but errors and exceptions will require human intervention.

WHAT IS CONTENT 
PREPARATION?
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	3 Metadata enrichment

Assets require a range of metadata so that they can be organised, found and 

monetised. This process is becoming increasingly important and sophisticated 

as more and more content goes direct to consumer, and appears in a wide range 

of different interfaces. This is a stage where artificial intelligence is gaining an 

important role in adding descriptive tags – although human logging is still normal.

	3 Versioning and localisation

These are the processes that can involve high levels of creativity – to generate 

effective alternative versions that are true to the intent of the original, to resonate 

with local tastes, and to maintain artistic standards as content is reworked for 

different languages, cultures and regulatory environments. 

This work includes lip-sync or voice-over dubbing, subtitles and captions, 

the addition or removal of ad breaks, the trimming of durations, compliance 

versioning, and so on. In-house or third party marketing teams may also create 

promotional material. 

Automation and AI have an increasing role to play in all these processes; but 

human craft and expertise are crucial – particularly for high end content.

	3 Storage

Content will have to be stored from the moment of receipt, right through these 

various processes. It may then be placed into a library or archive for the medium 

or long term. 

This report will consider storage while assets are in the content factory. A 

separate piece of work, however, will look at libraries and archive in more detail.

	3 Distribution

Similarly, although this work is concerned with the preparation of content for 

onward distribution to consumers, another report will look specifically at how to 

design the distribution process for the future.
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In addition to these various technical and craft processes, there are also numerous 

business processes that align the content with commissioning, acquisition, rights, 

licensing and scheduling, and ensure the allocation and monitoring of technical and 

human resources. 

The coordination of all these technical, operational and business activities generates 

numerous, and sometimes complex, workflows. The content preparation stage 

requires these workflows to be designed, implemented, and managed. If well 

architected, they will in turn generate huge amounts of data that enable a rich 

understanding of cost and performance, as well as the ability to predict and forecast. 

Content preparation, therefore, is the engine room of any content providing company. 

And if this conjures images of stokers frantically shovelling coal to drive the turbines 

of an ocean going liner, that may not be altogether inappropriate. After all, if the 

vessel is to steer a course away from storms and icebergs towards sunnier climes, the 

engine room will be a busy place.
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Content as a utility

Every household needs to live in a structure that is sound, and that has power and 

water. Many would argue that connectivity now needs to be added to this hierarchy of 

needs. Connectivity is essential for citizens to communicate and to access information 

and entertainment. And, increasingly, those activities now involve audio-visual content. 

Content is becoming a utility

This is why it has sometimes been suggested that content is itself becoming a utility. 

People feel they need it, almost as much as they need shelter, power and water. And 

while content may not provide people with the physiological protection afforded by 

those other utilities, it is psychologically crucial. After all, the telephone was once 

considered a utility. That has simply been replaced by connectivity – particularly, 

though not exclusively, internet connectivity – and within that, the content such 

connectivity enables and provides.

Hearts and minds

This is all a way of saying that content is at the heart of people’s lives like never 

before. That means two things, in the context of this work. The first is that consumers 

are passionate about content – and that passion will generate new trends and 

patterns of consumption suddenly, and rapidly. The second is that at times of trouble, 

consumers are likely to reach for content to make them feel safe – both through 

information and the reassurance brought by entertainment.

At times of trouble, consumers reach for 
content to make them feel safe

DESIGNING CONTENT  
PREPARATION FOR TOMORROW

Context
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The lessons of 2020

In recent years the media industry has been coming to terms with the speed 

and scale at which new content trends may emerge – and the extraordinary new 

opportunities this creates. Indeed, back in 2017 the DPP was writing about how the 

need for speed would transform the media industry in the five years ahead.

But the events of 2020 have taken our understanding of sudden changes in the 

scale and shape of content consumption to a whole new level. In so doing they 

have demonstrated the need for the content preparation engine room to be 

designed for the future.

The weekend that changed the media world

In mid-March 2020 the world was coming to terms with the coronavirus pandemic. 

The weekend of 14 and 15 March was the moment when the populations of 

numerous countries hunkered down at home – either because their governments had 

ordered them to, or because their fear of infection had led them to self-isolate.

On the weekend of 14 March 2020,  
the world took to the internet

In so doing, those populations demonstrated – if such a demonstration was needed – 

just how important audio-visual content is in their lives. The increases that weekend 

in time spent consuming streamed content were extraordinary: countries such as 

Spain and Austria saw increases of more than 40% (Bloomberg). HBO Now saw a 

90% increase in subscriptions that weekend (Forbes). Twitch viewing went up by 

almost a third (The Verge). Disney+ saw its sign ups triple (Forbes).

It was to be the beginning of a week in which the world took to the internet for content. 

Global streaming increased by almost 21% compared with just two weeks earlier 

(Conviva). That global average conceals even more startling territory specific increases 

in that same two week period: Africa up 33%, Americas up 27%, Oceania up 26%. 

And – as if to prove the point that this was all about staying at home – streaming in 

Asia actually declined by 10% as that mobile-first market stopped moving.

https://www.thedpp.com/search?q=need+for+speed#home-truths-no-8-the-need-for-speed
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/netflix-twitch-traffic-booms-because-everyone-needs-an-escape
https://www.forbes.com/sites/arielshapiro/2020/03/23/exclusive-disney-sees-huge-subscription-spike-as-homebound-audiences-clamor-for-content/#6f9a776417c4
https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/27/21195358/streaming-netflix-disney-hbo-now-youtube-twitch-amazon-prime-video-coronavirus-broadband-network
https://www.forbes.com/sites/arielshapiro/2020/03/23/exclusive-disney-sees-huge-subscription-spike-as-homebound-audiences-clamor-for-content/#6f9a776417c4
https://www.conviva.com/press-releases/new-conviva-data-shows-global-streaming-up-20-with-daytime-viewing-up-40-during-covid-19-crisis/
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Not only did global streaming increase, but the pattern of when content was 

consumed suddenly changed – in line with life at home. Daytime viewing increased 

by 20%.

The pandemic accelerated existing trends 
– often to a remarkable degree

A market transformed

The coronavirus pandemic taught us nothing we didn’t already know about media; 

but it accelerated some existing trends – often to a remarkable degree. That is 

certainly true of streaming media. 

The second quarter of 2020 (the months April, May and June) saw a year on year 

increase in streamed content of 63%. In North America the increase was 57%, but 

in Europe – where many countries went into a strict lockdown in those months – the 

increase was a staggering 134% year on year (Conviva).

The second quarter of 2020 saw streamed 
content in Europe more than double

Of course, linear TV viewing was also strong. At the end of the UK’s first week of 

lockdown – the last week of March 2020 – TV viewing leapt to Christmas time levels 

(RTS). In the period from March to early May, Comcast reported an increase in 

traditional TV viewing in the US of eight hours per week per household (Comcast). 

And in Spain, TV viewing grew by 100 minutes a day on the weekend the country 

went into lockdown (Kantar).

But it is the performance of SVOD (subscription based video on demand) services 

that really catches the eye. Netflix had doubled its projected number of new 

subscriptions even by the end of the first quarter of 2020, with installations of its app 

in March leaping 34% in Spain and 57% in Italy (Irish Examiner). Within a couple of 

weeks of lockdown, Disney+ had doubled its subscribers (Disney).

https://www.conviva.com/press-releases/new-conviva-data-shows-global-streaming-up-20-with-daytime-viewing-up-40-during-covid-19-crisis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS7ngh8LA5U&feature=youtu.be
https://corporate.comcast.com/stories/xfinity-viewing-data-covid-19
https://www.kantarmedia.com/global/thinking-and-resources/latest-thinking/five-ways-coronavirus-is-changing-our-viewing-habits
https://www.irishexaminer.com/business/arid-30988694.html
https://thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-paid-subscriber-count-surpasses-50-million-milestone/
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Within a couple of weeks of lockdown 
Disney+ had doubled its subscribers

Changing appetites

Not only did the volumes of content being consumed, and the use of streaming 

services, explode in the space of just a few weeks, but the types of content and their 

audiences also shifted.

Live sports content, of course, stopped almost overnight. But meanwhile, the appetite 

for news was almost insatiable. China saw news viewing double; in Spain it increased 

almost fourfold in the first weekend of lockdown; Comcast saw a 64% growth in 

news consumption between March and early May (Kantar, Comcast).

Children’s content was heavily in demand around the world as schools closed 

(Kantar). And research in the UK captured a trend that was almost certainly 

happening more widely towards more shared viewing, which in turn also brought 

popularity for comforting family or classic content (Thinkbox, BARB).

The other face of 2020

It would be a mistake, however, in considering the long term lessons from 2020, for 

media companies to focus solely on the coronavirus pandemic. 

The killing of George Floyd by the Minneapolis police in May 2020, along with a 

whole series of other, similar, incidents in America and elsewhere, brought the Black 

Lives Matter movement to the fore, and required everyone – and therefore every 

media company – to consider their attitudes and behaviours regarding race. 

Black Lives Matter led media companies to 
reassess their content catalogue, overnight

https://www.kantarmedia.com/global/thinking-and-resources/latest-thinking/five-ways-coronavirus-is-changing-our-viewing-habits
https://corporate.comcast.com/stories/xfinity-viewing-data-covid-19
https://www.kantarmedia.com/global/thinking-and-resources/latest-thinking/five-ways-coronavirus-is-changing-our-viewing-habits
https://www.thinkbox.tv/research/thinkbox-research/lockdown-tv/
https://www.barb.co.uk/what-people-watch/what-people-watch-edition-6/
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Overnight, media companies cast their minds over their catalogue of content; and 

many were left feeling uncomfortable. In the US, Amazon, A+E Networks, HBO Max, 

Hulu, NBC, Netflix and Paramount were among the networks and platforms that 

pulled or cancelled shows. In the UK, BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and UKTV all took similar 

action around specific titles.

It only takes a moment of reflection to conjure a picture of what will have been 

happening in those companies as they rushed to recomply their content. It is a 

reminder that the world of content – including historic content – never stops evolving. 

It is necessarily dynamic. If content inventory is to be responsive, it requires a huge 

amount of process around ensuring it is appropriately catalogued, and easily found 

and retrieved. 

Content inventory must now be dynamic – 
and that requires a huge amount of process

What global content really means

The extraordinary statistics behind the increased consumption of content around the 

world conceal another important implication for content preparation beyond simply 

scale: global content services require local content.

This statement has two, rather different, meanings. The first is that the sheer 

demand for original content will mean shows from any country will now be offered 

to a global audience. There are some striking examples of programmes that 

have performed brilliantly outside their country of origin, in dubbed or subtitled 

form. The German science fiction thriller Dark, for example, achieved 90% of 

its audience outside Germany, with particular success in Chile, Bangladesh and 

Canada (Cnet, Netflix). Meanwhile Turkish content goes down exceptionally well 

in South America (Haymillian). Ampere reports that across 22 consumer markets, 

20% of consumers claim to watch Korean content on a regular basis.

Global content services require local content

https://www.cnet.com/news/netflixs-plan-to-get-everyone-watching-foreign-language-content/
https://media.netflix.com/en/press-releases/netflix-continues-to-bring-new-and-diverse-stories-from-europe-middle-east-and-africa-to-the-world
https://haymillian.com/turkish-delight-how-turkey-has-become-the-second-biggest-tv-exporter-in-the-world/
https://www.ampereanalysis.com/insight/korean-content-an-svod-opportunity
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In most non-English speaking territories, Netflix’s catalogue comprises 90% foreign 

language content, making localisation through dubbing or subtitles extremely 

important (Broadband TV News, Advanced Television). One size doesn’t fit all: some 

markets have a preference for dubbing; others like subtitles. And of course, there 

are also considerable differences between markets in what is acceptable culturally 

and legally – or even the nuances of how meanings and storylines translate (Straker 

Translations). All of this requires complex versioning activity.

Consumers want content they can relate to 
– which requires both local origination  
and localisation

The other side of the statement that global content services need local content, 

is that most populations want to see content they can relate to closely – and that 

means local origination. US audiences are notoriously reluctant to watch content that 

comes from another country; but audiences in China and India are just the same. For 

this reason, between 40 and 50% of content catalogues on SVOD platforms in Asia 

Pacific, China, Japan and India are now local titles (Rapid TV News). And of course in 

the European Union regulation was introduced in 2018 requiring 30% of content on 

streaming services to be locally produced (Variety).

So, some content is made with the intention of it having a global market; some 

gains a global market through sheer popularity, and the access offered by streaming 

services; and more and more content paid for by global providers is originated locally, 

with the likelihood of subsequently being internationalised.

The market matrix

A picture will now be emerging of a complex matrix of content type, platform and 

scale – with each operating upon each other, at different paces and times, depending 

on events and trends. For any content provider – and particularly for those that 

operate beyond national borders – the modern media factory has to be geared for 

extraordinary flexibility, elasticity and agility. 

https://www.broadbandtvnews.com/2020/03/30/netflix-dubbing-in-major-european-markets/
https://advanced-television.com/2020/03/30/research-netflix-prioritises-dubbing-in-major-eu-markets/
https://www.strakertranslations.com/2017/08/localization-new-black-global-tv-made-easy/
https://www.strakertranslations.com/2017/08/localization-new-black-global-tv-made-easy/
https://www.rapidtvnews.com/2020050558450/svod-services-continue-local-content-push.html#axzz6WVrncWnv
https://variety.com/2018/film/news/netflix-amazon-local-product-quotas-european-union-law-1202924740/
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The modern media factory has to be 
geared for flexibility, elasticity and agility

It is essential of course that the factory keeps operating, never mind what 

circumstances might befall it. It would be naïve to suggest that every content 

company thrived during the extraordinary circumstances of 2020: just consider what 

it meant for those specialising in sport; for those, such as Disney, who were highly 

diversified into the physical realm; or for anyone reliant upon advertising revenue. 

But nonetheless, the demand for a huge range and volume of content, on different 

platforms and devices, had to be met. And that means every content preparation 

operation also had to remain available.
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DESIGNING CONTENT  
PREPARATION FOR TOMORROW

The events of 2020 have sharpened our attention on what was already becoming 

apparent: content providers, and the companies that supply the technology and 

services to enable them, require a content preparation operation that is highly 

available and agile. 

What does that mean in practice? 

In other DPP work we explore the challenges of transition – which are, effectively, 

the challenges of business change. But the Design for Tomorrow project is focused on 

providing blueprints for success. It acknowledges that different companies will be at 

different stages on the journey, and may have different reasons for not immediately 

following such blueprints. The contention of this project, however, is that those that 

are able to follow the blueprints will have a competitive advantage.

In the case of content preparation, our consultation with experts suggest there are six 

factors that are key to success:

1 Executive alignment to agility

2 Teams distributed in hubs

3 Detailed understanding of costs

4 Centralised and accessible assets

5 Machine friendly processes

6 Visibility between customer and supplier

All these success factors are now explored in further detail.

Key Success Factors
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1Executive  
alignment to  
agility

SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 Content preparation operations need to be agile so they can deliver  

to strategic objectives

	3 This is most likely to be achieved if the executive has mandated such 

agility, and any investment required to achieve it

	3 The detailed design and operation of content preparation must be left to 

those with expert knowledge 

	3 But those experts need, in turn, to understand their role in delivering to 

objectives set at the top of the company

Companies that have developed the agility to respond rapidly and cost-effectively to 

the unpredictable characteristics of contemporary media markets, have been able to 

do so because they have buy-in from the top.

It’s almost impossible to create an 
effective content preparation operation 
without buy-in from the top
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Although content preparation is typically considered a highly technical and 

operational area – requiring an attention to detail that doesn’t translate easily or 

well to the Board room – it is almost impossible to transform it without strategic 

leadership from the top of the organisation. The reasons for this are twofold. 

The first is that highly effective content preparation operations are necessarily at the 

heart of the business. This is where the rapid execution of business decisions and 

strategic objectives has to take place. If a company wishes quickly to pivot to new 

opportunities, ship content and recognise revenue, it will require a responsive engine 

room. The way that engine room is equipped and operated will be of little concern to 

the business leadership, but they will need to be committed to having an engine room 

that is fit for purpose.

Highly effective content preparation 
operations are necessarily at the heart  
of the business

The second reason is that in this model of strategic execution, the content 

preparation area can no longer be seen simply as a fixed – but preferably reducing 

– overhead. Its relationship with the business purpose of the organisation now 

becomes more dynamic. As we will discuss further below, this part of the 

organisation is now key to maintaining and driving revenue. It is a revenue enabler, 

not a cost centre. It may merit investment in order to drive further revenue, or to 

deliver on new business objectives. Those decisions can only be made effectively if 

the executive recognises the pivotal role played by this area of its business.

The relationship between content preparation 
and business purpose is now dynamic – and 
assessment of costs and investments should 
reflect that understanding
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The strategic purpose of having a content preparation operation that is highly 

responsive to the business strategy needs to be communicated and understood 

through the whole organisation. Gone are the days when operational teams were 

measured and motivated entirely on their commitment to producing the highest 

quality content – whatever the cost and time taken to prepare it. Although there 

was always a business strategy, these teams may have seen content preparation as 

an end in itself. Now they must be in no doubt of the role they play in delivery to a 

strategy, and the relative value of each content asset within that strategy.

A highly agile content preparation operation 
will adapt to changing business strategies 

Business strategies will vary from company to company. It is important to recognise 

that while several major content providers have transformed their content 

preparation processes in similar ways in recent years, they are all different kinds 

of business. Indeed, this is the very purpose of a highly agile content preparation 

operation: it can adapt to changing business strategies.
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2Teams  
distributed  
in hubs

SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 Distributed working is essential to access key talent, meet workforce 

expectations, enable diversity and optimise business continuity

	3 The distributed company still requires the capability for teams to spend 

time together in person – and for larger entities this means the ideal 

solution is a number of small hubs

	3 Teams need to have the capability and aptitude to take over 

operations in other regions in order to maintan business continuity 

in periods of disruption

In the recent DPP report Will COVID-19 Change the Way We Work, it was noted that 

even before the coronavirus pandemic forced large sections of the international 

workforce to start working from home, there was a trend towards more flexible 

working. The events of 2020 greatly accelerated that trend – partly because it gave 

many employees a taste for more time at home and less time commuting; partly 

because it demonstrated to managers that remote didn’t have to mean unproductive; 

and partly because a reduction in real estate costs was a logical response to the 

financial impacts of lockdown.

https://www.thedpp.com/insight#will-covid-19-change-the-way-we-work
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The events of 2020 simply accelerated  
a pre-existing trend towards more  
flexible working

Where the trend will lead has been a matter of much debate. But discussion with 

our group of expects brought agreement about some specific principles for how the 

media industry will work in the future. These principles are especially relevant to 

content preparation, since they all relate to a company’s ability to keep the media 

factory working, never mind what the circumstances may be.

Teams working in content preparation need 
to keep the media factory working, never 
mind what the circumstances may be

There are three key principles for ways of working, which together combine the 

benefits of distributed working, with the benefits of in-person working, and the need 

for business continuity.

1 Distributed working

First, companies now need to be distributed, at least to a degree. At the team or 

group level this ensures that if there is disruption that constrains the access of 

employees in one place or region, others can take over their functions – assuming 

that functionality has been abstracted (see success factor 4, below).

But there can also be important benefits for distributed working at the individual 

employee level. Companies are more likely to be able to attract key talent, especially 

where their skillsets are rare, if the role is not tied to a specific location. It will give 

them more opportunity to achieve diversity. And more broadly, some employees 

now prefer to work away from an office for much of the time, for a range of reasons 

including personal circumstances, lifestyle choices and personal working style. 
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Where some or all of the workforce is distributed, special provision will need to be 

made for the training and onboarding of new employees. This is a major challenge for 

the remote workforce, and will require a means of virtual shadowing and mentoring.

2 Collaboration hubs

But companies still need to be able to bring their people together: it meets a 

fundamental human, as well as business, need. Creative thinking works best in 

person; and face to face encounters are still seen as important for building new 

business relationships. For small companies it may make sense for all employees 

to be distributed, but for some of the money saved in office costs to be spent on 

renting spaces in which the team can come together from time to time. 

It is a fundamental human, as well as 
business, need for teams to come  
together in person

For larger companies, the logical solution is to have a number of small, physical hubs. 

These spaces should be designed flexibly, but with an emphasis on team working. 

This provision of spaces specifically designed for teams to come together, suggests it 

makes sense for larger employers to distribute their workforce on a team basis. 

And finally, just as some employees have circumstances and preferences that make 

them prefer distributed working, others prefer office based working – for exactly 

the same reasons. By having a range of physical, distributed hubs – each designed 

flexibly and no bigger than it has to be – larger employers will be best placed to 

optimise their access to talent and their ability to meet the working preferences of 

their employees,

3 Global capability

Almost every media company is now a global company – in reach, if not in footprint. 

As was identified in The DPP 2020 Predictions, there is now an expectation that 

companies can always maintain their operations around the clock and around the 

globe – an observation made before the arrival of a global pandemic.

https://www.thedpp.com/insight#home-truths-no-19-2020-predictions
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There is now an expectation that 
companies can always maintain their 
operations around the clock and 
around the globe

As one of our experts observed, regional teams now have to think globally – because 

there may be circumstances where they have to take control of operations in another 

part of the world, and maintain continuity of business. This capability requires teams 

to have the aptitude and training that enables them to reach beyond their own daily 

roles and to perform the roles of others when needed.
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3

SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 When circumstances change suddenly, for good or ill, a company can 

only respond appropriately if it understands its costs

	3 Other industries have achieved this through the application of supply 

chain logistics – and this is now also necessary in media

	3 Cost control requires a shift towards consumption based models  

within the media factory

	3 These models in turn make it easier to align costs to value –  

however that may be defined for the organisation

The ability of a company to respond quickly and flexibly to sudden changes in 

circumstances – whether those changes represent a challenge or an opportunity – 

requires a business model that has forensic insight regarding its cost base. 

The ability to respond to sudden changes 
in circumstances requires forensic 
understanding of costs

Detailed 
understanding  
of costs
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There was a time when content providers regarded their content preparation 

operations as a fixed resource that required periodic investment, and had an annual 

budget, but was effectively free at the point of use. This model is no longer viable in 

a rapidly changing, direct to consumer media market that requires the ability to scale 

up and down at speed. Sudden retooling may even be required in order to initiate and 

terminate lines of revenue.

The content preparation operation has 
to be industrialised – and that requires 
supply chain logistics

In short, the content preparation operation has to be industrialised. Supply chain 

logistics – which bring defined processes for the timely and efficient movement 

of materials, goods and information – have been commonplace in other industries 

for some time. They now have to be applied to the media industry – and content 

preparation is the part of the media supply chain where they are needed most. 

Leadership teams increasingly expect to see the revenues and expenditure attached 

to each line of business. Supply chain logistics are the only way to achieve both the 

forensic understanding of costs the business now requires, and the agility to respond 

to changing demand.

The need for cost control in turn requires 
consumption based business models

If those costs are to be controlled, and to be allocated according to the value that can 

be derived from particular content types, then it requires customers to seek pay-as-

you-use, consumption based models from their suppliers. This inevitably brings a 

shift from capex to opex. 
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The transition to this approach can be problematic for both customers and suppliers, 

since it contains a paradox: although it makes costs much more visible, and easier 

to understand, it initially makes them more difficult to forecast – at least until time, 

experience and the very data exposed by this way of working, begins to provide 

predictive models.

But ultimately consumption based models will drive the focus upon service, value 

and efficiency that is now essential for success. They will support decision making, 

and they will enable companies to right-size their operations. 

Consumption based models will drive the 
focus upon service, value and efficiency 
that’s now essential for success

Within this cost-centric philosophy, decisions will be taken about whether a company 

should build, buy or partner around its capabilities. This applies to both suppliers 

and end users. There are no rules in this regard – except to have a defined process 

and criteria around which to make these judgements. Those criteria should include 

an understanding of areas of strength and weakness, and activities and capabilities 

that are brand defining, or bring competitive advantage. Ultimately, however, visibility 

of both unit and total cost will need to be maintained. This will require tools and 

processes to be architected accordingly.
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4Centralised 
and accessible 
assets

SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 The greatest efficiency and effectiveness will be achieved if content 

assets are centralised

	3 It is an approach that aligns with the use of cloud, and of software  

as a service

	3 All content preparation processes – whether machine based or crafted – 

require a high level of abstraction, availability and accessibility

	3 A cloud native approach, with centralised assets, will become 

increasingly pervasive. Those companies that move to this approach  

early will gain a competitive advantage

The content assets that are refined, shaped and assembled in the content preparation 

stage of the content supply chain, are the crown jewels. They must be accessible at 

all times, yet secure. And it must be possible for different parties to access and use 

them collaboratively.
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Assets in content preparation are the 
crown jewels. They must be accessible  
at all times, yet secure

In other words, the greatest efficiency and effectiveness will be achieved if assets 

are centralised – with actions performed upon them – rather than those assets being 

constantly moved from place to place.

This is an approach that is very aligned with cloud, and for that reason it is likely 

that the cloud will be central to this approach. It also makes best use of software 

applications. Those software applications are not simply commodities, since each 

will have its defining characteristic – of price, quality, specialist functionality, and so 

on. However, these applications need to be available as utilities, accessed instantly, 

switched on and off, swapped in and out, scaled, and paid for, as needed.

Software applications need to be available 
as utilities; and all content preparation tasks 
should be abstracted as far as possible

Although there is a huge range of different content types, each requiring different levels 

of processing, quality control, compliance, security, craft talent, and so on, the ability to 

perform all these tasks has to be as pervasive, abstracted and accessible as possible.

Many organisations face operational, cultural and financial barriers to this way of 

working. There is widespread agreement, however, that this is now the preferred 

mode of operation for content preparation. 

The recent MovieLabs 2030 paper pointed to a near future in which “all assets are 

created or ingested straight into the cloud and do not need to be moved.” Our experts 

were in agreement with this prediction. But a number of major content companies 

have already adopted this approach, and those that are not in a position to do so will 

soon be at a competitive disadvantage.

https://movielabs.com/news/movielabs-and-hollywood-studios-publish-white-paper-envisioning-the-future-of-media-creation-in-2030/
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Indeed, it is predicted that, with time, assets may become centralised on an 

industry, rather than simply a company, basis. This is the logical means of removing 

duplication, minimising movement and maintaining standardised working. It will also 

make best use of the inevitable move towards componentised media.

It is predicted that, with time, assets may 
become centralised on an industry, rather 
than simply a company, basis

In short, there is an industry wide move towards centralised provision in the cloud, 

and towards cloud native solutions. It was observed in the recent DPP report, The 

Cloud for Media, that “being ‘cloud native’ means designing to achieve key outcomes 

of scalability, resilience, agility, performance, security, and cost effectiveness.”

Scalability, resilience, agility, performance, 
security, and cost effectiveness are all 
achieved by being cloud native

These are all the attributes required for effective content preparation. It is therefore 

inevitable that a cloud native approach, with centralised assets, will be a critical 

success factor.

https://www.thedpp.com/insight#the-cloud-for-media
https://www.thedpp.com/insight#the-cloud-for-media
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5Machine friendly 
processes

SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 Automation enables scaling and elasticity, and frees up human capacity 

for tasks that add value

	3  Content preparation is a blend of creative and mechanised tasks,  

and as such is unlikely ever to be fully automated

	3 But progressive automation of routine tasks and workflows will  

be required

	3 Changes made to work materials today will help the application of 

automation in the future

	3 Historic barriers to greater process automation will be swept away  

by the pressure to run a more efficient and responsive media factory

The automation of routine and repetitive task brings efficiency. It ensures that narrow 

tasks are dealt with, and leaves humans with the capacity to apply their much 

broader capabilities to dealing with unexpected circumstances.
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Humans need the capacity to apply their 
capabilities to dealing with unexpected 
circumstances – not with routine tasks

Scaling and elasticity simply cannot be achieved without automation. Human 

resources – in the area of content preparation at least – cannot be scaled up and 

down at will. This part of the media supply chain is not suited to the gig economy.

This is not to say, however, that every process and operation in content preparation 

can be automated. Far from it. Every process involving artificial intelligence will 

require human intervention – to handle errors, enhance quality, or provide added 

value – for some time yet. 

It has already become possible to 
automate many of the handoffs between 
tasks that enable content preparation to 
run as a media factory

Indeed, there may be some tasks that will never be suited to automation. But 

nevertheless, the application of automation through artificial intelligence will 

steadily increase. Perhaps more significantly, it will be possible to automate an 

increasing number of the handoffs between tasks – sometimes referred to as 

intelligent orchestration. This is the ‘glue’ that enables content preparation to run 

as a media factory.

In some respects the key to enabling the mix of creative and mechanised functions 

that characterises content preparation to gain the level of agility required for the 

future, is the progressive automation of routine tasks and workflows. 

It would be a mistake to think this suggests a reduction in the complexity that 

characterises this stage in the creation of media. On the contrary, the application 

of automation, with machine learning, will make it possible to configure numerous 

bespoke workflows more easily and cost effectively.
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There are key factors in determining whether automation can be applied efficiently. 

These include whether there is a defined process, and whether the cost of error 

handling by humans is greater than the cost of humans simply handling the whole 

process. But perhaps the most significant factor for content preparation is whether 

material is in a state where it can be normalised.

Changes made to work materials today 
will help the application of automation in 
the future

And this is where forward thinking organisations will put their efforts. The changes 

made to work materials today will help the application of automation in the future. 

Componentised media, clean stems and other clean content assets will bring 

immediate efficiencies; but they will also enable the application of potentially more 

profound process modernisation in years to come.

The pressure to reduce costs, increase 
speed and access revenue could provide 
a Darwinian imperative to make assets 
machine friendly 

Currently the media industry lacks the standardisation, common defined processes, 

and the cultural acceptance of industrialised processes that would be required for 

assets to be made more machine friendly. But the pressure to define and reduce 

costs, increase speed to market, access new revenue streams, and respond rapidly 

to new market conditions, could provide a Darwinian imperative to remove these 

historic barriers.
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SUCCESS FACTORS

	3 Visibility between customer and supplier is the cornerstone of supply 

chain logistics

	3  It enables both parties to build a relationship of trust in which they can 

understand their businesses better

	3 This will give them a mutual interest in reducing waste and increasing 

efficiency, and in enabling the success of each other

Supply chain logistics require visibility. They are all about an understanding of status, 

in real time. Are materials and processes on time? Are there performance issues? 

Has the product quality been assured? 

There is equal need for visibility from both 
the customer and supplier

There is equal need for visibility from both the customer and supplier, since they have 

mutual dependencies on the progress of assets through the media factory. Visibility 

enables collaboration – and collaboration is now essential to the delivery of products 

under pressure of time and cost.

Visibility between 
customer and 
supplier 6
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As turnaround times reduce, visibility makes it possible to predict and forecast. This 

degree of openness can seem frightening for both customer and supplier. But it 

actually makes exception handling easier for both parties: forewarned is forearmed. 

As turnaround times reduce, visibility 
makes it possible to predict and forecast

Service level agreements (SLAs) are no longer a matter for periodic review. They 

operate in real time, and can be assessed automatically via dashboards – with the 

objective of resolving problems before breach. SLAs shift from being punitive to 

productive. There is a better chance that customers will accept an alignment of 

resources – and thereby costs – to value if they agree in advance to levels of service, 

which can then be monitored as they progress.

The right information architecture will give an 
organisation a better understanding of itself

The right information architecture will give an organisation a better understanding 

of itself. This will enable it to identify and reduce waste, and increase performance 

and quality.

In a multi-vendor environment, a customer will find it more efficient to integrate 

with vendor systems, and create dashboards that report on the priorities of their 

specific business.

Ultimately, visibility enables customers 
and suppliers to build relationships of trust

Ultimately, visibility enables customers and suppliers to build relationships of trust: to 

become strategic partners. This partnership, in which they have an understanding of 

each other’s needs, will make both parties more responsive and resilient in the face of 

change. Each will gain from the success of the other.
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The design of content preparation for the media market of 2020 needs to be 

fundamentally different from the design that was appropriate in 2000 – or even 2010. 

Its key attributes must be that it can be operated from anywhere in the world, at any 

time; scaled up and down at short notice; able to make use of a range of tools and 

services on-demand; and data led.

It short, it needs to be industrialised. However, content preparation processes will 

involve a rich mix of machine and human led processes for the foreseeable future. 

Versioning and localisation processes in particular will continue to necessitate a 

high degree of human skill and creativity. This is why the term ‘industrial’ refers 

to the optimisation of supply chain logistics rather than universal mechanisation 

and automation.

A highly available and agile media factory will give content providers a competitive 

advantage. As this becomes increasingly evident, there is likely to be an evolution of 

approaches that enable greater automation – such as the use of componentised media. 

This new form of media factory will also see a revolution in relationships between 

customers and their suppliers. These relationships will become rooted in openness 

and collaboration, and a mutual commitment to continuous improvement. Trust will 

be essential, since the pressure to keep the factory operational in all circumstances 

will place similar demands on all players in the supply chain.

CONCLUSION
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